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Addendum to Committee Report S19/1938

1 Introduction

1.1 Members will recall that this application was previously discussed at the Planning 
Committee meeting on 8 January 2020 (report and additional items paper at Appendix 1). 
At the meeting, the Committee resolved to defer the application for further information and 
clarification in relation to the operation of the proposed use.

1.2 The relevant minutes of that meeting were as follows:

Although Members had sympathy with the proposal and the need for this type of facility, 
they were not convinced as to the location and had concerns regarding the close proximity 
to other properties, impact on neighbours’ amenity and the sustainability of the operation. 
Members felt there was merit in having as much information as possible as to the 
operating, regulation and monitoring of the home before approving such a scheme.
It was proposed, seconded and agreed that the application be deferred to enable the 
gathering of further information on the home’s impact on neighbours, the regulation and 
monitoring by other public bodies such as social services and the police and to allow 
Members to visit another similar residential home ran by the company.

1.3 During the time since the deferral the applicant has supplied copies of Ofsted reports for 
some of its current children’s homes and those operated by its sister company Unity, and 
arranged for a visit to be made by members of the Planning Committee to one of its local 
children’s home.

2 Site Description

2.1 During the meeting it was raised that the currently available Ordnance Survey plan of the 
site is incorrect by virtue of both the property names and the positioning of Red House 
Farm in relation to the neighbouring properties.  This has been reported to the relevant 
department at Ordnance Survey and will be corrected in due course.  

3 South Kesteven Local Plan 2011-2036

3.1 Since the January Planning Committee, the new Local Plan has been adopted (30 
January) and following adoption full weight would be attributed to the policies in that plan.  
A summary of the relevant policies is listed below and the application is now considered 
against those policies.

SKDC Local Plan 2011 - 2036
Policy SP2 - Settlement Hierarchy
Policy SP5 - Development in the Open Countryside
Policy H4 - Meeting All Housing Needs
Policy SP6 - Community Services and Facilities
Policy DE1 - Promoting Good Quality Design
Policy SD1 - The Principles of Sustainable Development in South Kesteven



Policy ID2 – Transport and Strategic Transport Infrastructure

4 Principle of Development

4.1 The key change with regards to the principle of development is in the introduction of Policy 
H4 – Meeting All Housing Needs within the SKLP which refers at criteria a) to: enabling 
the most vulnerable to promote, secure and sustain their independence in a home 
appropriate to their circumstances, including through the provision of specialist housing 
(the glossary to the SKLP refers to this usually comprising use class C2).  Whilst the 
children would not be living independently due to their age it is important that they can feel 
secure.  

4.2 In addition, Policy SP6 relates to Community Services and Facilities and states that they 
should prioritise and promote access by walking, cycling and public transport where 
feasible, but that as they may have a wider catchment area their accessibility should be 
considered proportionately relative to their purpose.  Care homes come under the 
definition of a community facility in the supporting text to the policy.  The residents of the 
home are likely to come from a much wider area than just the District, or even the County, 
due to their specific needs, ensuring an appropriate mix of residents, and as they 
frequently have to be cared for in different areas for safeguarding purposes. The 
applicants promote the benefits of care homes in rural areas as part of their therapeutic 
and nurturing care package. For these reasons, a rural location which is likely to increase 
the use of the private car over other means of transport is considered to be acceptable, on 
balance, and in compliance with Policy SP6.

4.3 The proposals would comprise an alternative use of an existing dwelling and given the 
small scale nature of the use with similar characteristics to the existing use, it would 
comply with Policy SP5.  

5 Impact on the Character of the Area 

5.1 The impact of the proposal on the character of the area was previously considered under 
Core Strategy Policy EN1. Policy DE1 (Promoting Good Quality Design) of the SKLP now 
covers the relevant factors in relation to this application. Overall it is considered that the 
proposed change of use of this dwelling to a small children's care home operating as a 
family unit, in the interests of the needs of the children in their care, would not have a 
significant adverse impact upon the character of the area and would comply with Policy 
DE1.

6 Impact on Neighbouring Properties

6.1 Policy DE1 of the SKLP states that new development proposals will be expected to ensure 
there is no adverse impact upon the amenity of neighbouring users in terms of noise, light 
pollution, loss of privacy and loss of light and have regard to features that minimise crime 
and the fear of crime.  It is not considered that a small-scale children's home as proposed 
would cause significant detrimental noise and disturbance.  The frequency of any noise or 
bad behaviour would be difficult to predict and would depend on individual children in their 



care at any one time and the supervision they receive.  The submitted information states 
that care will be provided on a 1 to 1 basis when and where is necessary subject to 
individual children's needs.  As such behaviour, and ultimately noise, should be able to be 
managed to a level where it does not exceed 'normal' residential occupation of a dwelling.  
A reference has been received from The Belvoir Estate who currently rent a number of 
their properties to the applicant for use as small children's homes.  They have stated that, 
to their knowledge, no complaints have been received by neighbours, and in any dealings 
with the applicant they have been open and constructive.  In addition, the applicant has 
submitted a number of OfSted reports for other children's homes operated by them and 
their sister company in Staffordshire.  These provide further details about the operation of 
the homes and how behaviour is managed as and when necessary.

6.2 In terms of the fear of crime, which seems to be a major concern for the neighbouring 
residents and local ward member, the Crime Reduction Officer at Lincolnshire Police has 
advised that on the basis that the use is proposed the only direction that evidence of such 
crime may come from would be if it could be shown that the applicants have a track record 
of poor management and practices at their other homes.  However, the submitted Ofsted 
Reports, reference from Belvoir Estates and visit to one of their homes by members of the 
Planning Committee and a planning officer along with the requirements of the LCC Social 
Services that place children with them indicate that this would not be the case.

6.3 The applicant has stated that the children within their care will all be in some form of 
education during the day within school term time.  During school holidays a structured 
programme is provided for all the young people in their care, this will include time away 
from the home on holiday which is usually either an activity holiday (PGL at their site at 
Caythorpe or Swindon), a seaside break at a venue of the young person’s choice (for 
example the east coast, Cornwall) or a holiday dedicated to a specific activity of interest to 
the young person (such as football, rugby, dance).  It is usual in a four bedded home with 
full occupation to have the young people away in pairs, although not necessarily to the 
same destination, thereby leaving the home with 50% occupation for the majority of the 
school break.  Regular breaks are also provided during other periods of time off school 
such as half term and Easter.

6.4 Having regard to the small scale of the proposed use, the low number of children to be 
accommodated and the level of care available to support their needs, along with the 
established boundary treatments at the site and the orientation of the living and bedroom 
accommodation away from the immediate neighbouring property of Red House Farm, the 
proposed use would have no significant detrimental impact on the residential amenities of 
the nearby properties by way of noise, overlooking, loss of privacy impacts or increase in 
fear of crime in compliance with Policy DE1.

7 Highway issues

7.1 Policy SD1 and ID2 make reference to minimising the need to travel and promoting 
sustainable means of travel.  

7.2 The nature of this use, which as explained above is located in a rural area for the benefit 
of its residents, would not minimise the need to travel due to private vehicles being used 



for the majority of journeys.  However, due to the size of the building and its curtilage, 
together with the limited number of children and carers at the site, the proposal would not 
significantly impact upon the surrounding highway network.  There is an existing integral 
double garage and a gated access serving the site.  The Highway Authority have raised 
no objection to the proposal stating that due to the limited additional traffic generated by 
the development it would not be reasonable to request highway improvement works such 
as passing places or road widening.  The maintenance of the existing highway is a 
responsibility of the local highways authority, and this function is not to be requested of a 
developer.

7.3 It is not considered that turning facilities within the site would be necessary in this instance 
due to the low level of traffic passing along Somerby Road and the ability to therefore to 
reverse either into or out of the property.

7.4 On balance it is considered that the needs for this use to be located within a rural area 
outweigh the reliance on private vehicles for travel, with the impact upon the road network 
not being severe.

8 Planning Balance and Conclusion

8.1 The planning balance and conclusion remain as per the previous officer report. On 
balance it is considered that this proposal, operated by the applicant, would comply with 
the relevant policies of the newly adopted South Kesteven Local Plan and the NPPF, 
however, in this instance, and due to the presence of neighbouring residential properties it 
is considered to be wholly reasonable to impose a condition making the planning 
permission personal to the applicant. The officer recommendation remains as previously 
set-out in the additional items report in Appendix 1 with the addition of the following 
condition to restrict the use of the childrens’ home to the operator only:

This permission shall endure solely for the benefit of The PLACE Young People's 
Company Limited.  When this company ceases to use the dwelling and land for the 
permitted purpose, they shall be returned to residential (C3) use unless further planning 
permission has been granted.

      
Reason: Planning permission has been granted in this instance based on the applicant's 
method of care and the nature of the operation of other children's homes in their control 
which would ensure compliance with Policy DE1 of the South Kesteven Local Plan (2020) 
and Section 12 of the NPPF.



Appendix 1 – Officer Addendum Report to Committee 8 January 2020

9 Description of Site

9.1 The application site is located to the south west of the village of Ropsley approximately 1 
mile from the village centre and accessed via Somerby Lane, a single track road.
 

9.2 The site is 1280 sqm in size and contains a detached 5 bedroom dwelling with an integral 
double garage and gated vehicular access.

9.3 There is established mature vegetation to the site boundaries.  To the east of the site 
there are 2 other residential dwellings, Red House Farm and The Barn.  To the north, 
south and west of the site the land is agricultural

10 Description of Proposal

10.1 To use the dwelling as a residential children's care home providing care for up to four 
children. There will be two members of staff there at all times working on a rotating shift 
pattern with a manager on site during the day.  In total the staff would include a home 
manager, 2 deputy managers, 5 senior care workers, 1 bank worker, 1 trainee and support 
from centrally employed therapeutic staff.  Generally, children would be cared for with a 
staffing ratio of 1 carer to 1 child.

10.2 The applicants are a specialist provider for children with complex needs.  They provide 
therapeutic care and nurture to young people aged 6 to 18.  The applicants provide both 
specialist care and education services with 5 children's homes and 1 school in operation.  
The children's homes are all in rural locations in the Vale of Belvoir comprising mainly 
large farmhouses.

10.3 Planning permission for a children's home to be operated by the applicant was recently 
approved by Planning Committee for the use of a property on Freiston Heath Lane, 
Caythorpe (S19/1219).

11 Relevant History

11.1 No relevant planning history

12 Policy Considerations

12.1 National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
Section 9 - Promoting sustainable transport
Section 12 - Achieving well-designed places

12.2 South Kesteven District Council Core Strategy
Policy SP1 - Spatial Strategy
Policy SP2 - Sustainable Communities



Policy SP3 - Sustainable Integrated Transport

13 Representations Received

13.1 LCC Highways & SuDS Support
13.1.1 Does not wish to restrict planning permission level of use would not adversely impact upon 

the highway network.

13.2 Environmental Protection Services (SKDC)
13.2.1 No comments.

14 Representation as a Result of Publicity

14.1 This application has been advertised in accordance with the Council's Statement of 
Community Involvement and 2 letters of representation have been received.  The points 
raised can be summarised as follows:

1. Road is unsuitable for a business employing 8 staff and the number of journeys 
generated by the use.

2. The plans do not indicate which property is Walnut House.
3. What is the structure to the south of Faversham House.
4. Whilst there may be space to park 6 cars within the site.  This does not allow safe 

access and egress for children.
5. The property is not on a septic tank.
6. Property may have a covenant precluding business use.
7. Contrary to development plan policy and those of the emerging Local Plan.
8. Unsustainable location all journeys will need to be by private vehicle
9. Impact upon residential amenity through noise and disturbance.
10. Should relate to a local need.  These children may come from across the country.
11. Likelihood of highway being blocked during shift changes.

15 Evaluation

15.1 Principle of the use

15.1.1 The site is located within open countryside to the west of Ropsley.  Development within 
the District will be allowed in accordance with the Spatial Strategy as set out in Policy SP1 
of the South Kesteven Core Strategy (SKCS), which at criteria D includes the provision of 
local services and facilities in the countryside.  

15.1.2 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) at Section 8 also encourages the 
provision of local services to enhance the sustainability of communities and residential 
areas.

15.1.3 Children's homes fall within Use Class C2 Residential Institutions. The Use Classes Order 
states specifically that the element of "care" which is necessary to satisfy inclusion in the 
class "includes the personal care of children". 



15.1.4 The provision of a children's care home would be a community asset and is supported 
under the relevant policies.

15.1.5 The provision of a children's care home is considered to be a local service, as whilst it may 
not at all times accommodate children from the District or even County, this is because 
dependent upon the nature of their background children often have to be housed away 
from their birth town/families.

15.2 Impact of the Use on the Character of the Area

15.2.1 Policy EN1 of the SKCS seeks to ensure development is appropriate for its context. 
Further, paragraph 127 of the NPPF provides that planning policies and decisions should 
ensure that developments are sympathetic to local character and history, including the 
surrounding built environment and landscape setting, while not preventing or discouraging 
appropriate innovation or change.

15.2.2 The building will retain the appearance of a dwellinghouse as no external changes are 
proposed.  Although the carers, when visiting the site, would increase the number of 
comings and goings, the day-to-day activities associated with the use; for example, 
carrying out the school run, receiving a shopping delivery, out of school activity journeys 
would be similar to that of a dwellinghouse accommodating a large family. This would not 
adversely affect the rural character of the area.

15.2.3 The size of the private amenity area to the rear of the dwelling is suitable for the size of 
the property. Separate regulation and controls will determine if it is of a suitable size for 
the proposed use, the application could not be refused for this reason.

15.3 Impact on the Neighbouring Properties

15.3.1 Policy EN1 of the SKCS requires an assessment of the proposals in terms of noise 
impacts.  It is not considered that a small scale children's home would cause significant 
detrimental noise and disturbance.  The frequency of any noise or bad behaviour would be 
difficult to predict and would depend on individual children in their care at any one time 
and the supervision they receive.  The submitted information states that care is on a 1 to 1 
basis at most times (precluding overnight care), and as such behaviour, and ultimately 
noise, should be able to be managed to a level where it does not exceed 'normal' 
residential occupation of a dwelling.

15.3.2 The application site is a detached dwelling with a generous rear garden with the living and 
bedroom accommodation orientated away from the neighbouring properties.  To the east 
of the site and sharing a boundary is Red House Farm a residential dwelling set more 
centrally within its own grounds.  Beyond this is another residential dwelling, The Barn.  
Having regard to the small size of the proposed use and the low number of children to be 
accommodated and the level of care required to support their needs; the proposed use will 
have no significant detrimental impact on the residential amenities of these properties by 
way of noise, traffic generation, overlooking or loss of privacy impacts.



15.4 Highway Issues

15.4.1 Due to the size of the building and its curtilage, together with the limited number of 
children and carers at the site, the proposal would not impact on the surrounding highway 
network.  There is an existing integral double garage and a gated access serving the site.  
Lincolnshire County Council have raised no objection to the proposal stating that due to 
the limited additional traffic generated by the development it would not be reasonable to 
request highway improvement works such as passing places or road widening.  The 
maintenance of the existing highway is a responsibility of the local highways authority, and 
this function is not to be requested of a developer.

16 Crime and Disorder

16.1 It is considered that the proposal would not result in any significant crime and disorder 
implications. The concern regarding children's behaviour increasing demand upon 
emergency services raised by local residents and the local ward member is noted, but it 
would be difficult for the Council to refuse the application on these grounds as it would not 
be possible to predict the potential behavoiur outcomes and would depend on individual 
children and the supervision they received.  There is also other legislation and controls in 
relation to the proposed use where this would be better controlled.

17 Human Rights Implications

17.1 Articles 6 (Rights to fair decision making) and Article 8 (Right to private family life and 
home) of the Human Rights Act have been taken into account in making this 
recommendation.

17.2 It is considered that no relevant Article of that act will be breached.

18 Conclusion

18.1 RECOMMENDATION: that the development is Approved subject to the following 
conditions

Time Limit for Commencement

1 The development hereby permitted shall be commenced before the expiration of 
three years from the date of this permission.

Reason: In order that the development is commenced in a timely manner, as set out 
in Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended).

Approved Plans

2 The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the 
following list of approved plans:



i. Site Location Plan - received 1 November 2019
ii. Proposed Floor Plans - received 3 December 2019
iii. Proposed Parking Layout - received 3 December 2019

Unless otherwise required by another condition of this permission.
     
Reason: To define the permission and for the avoidance of doubt.

Ongoing Conditions

3 Notwithstanding the provisions of Schedule 2, Parts 3 and 4 of the Town and 
Country Planning (General Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 (or any 
order revoking or re-enacting that Order with or without modification), the premises 
shall only be used for the purposes specified in the description of the proposal and 
for no other purpose, including any other purpose in Class C2 of the Schedule to the 
Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 (as amended) unless 
Planning Permission for a new use of the premises has been granted by the Local 
Planning Authority. 

Reason: The use of the premises for any other purpose would be unacceptable 
because of the size of the building and likely traffic generated by other uses.

Standard Note(s) to Applicant:

1 In reaching the decision the Council has worked with the applicant in a positive and 
proactive manner by determining the application without undue delay. As such it is 
considered that the decision is in accordance with paras 38 of the National Planning 
Policy Framework.

Financial Implications reviewed by: Not applicable

Legal Implications reviewed by: Not applicable



Block Plan

Proposed Car Parking Layout



Floor Plans


